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Introduction
The OCPO are responsible to:
• manage procurement reforms,
• maintains the procurement system and
• oversees the way in which government does business with the private sector.
SCM Constitutional Drivers
• Fair, Equitable, Transparent, Competitive and Cost-Effective

On 12 November 2014 the OCPO was instructed by cabinet to accelerate SCM
reforms by modernizing the procurement function:
• Finalising the legal framework aligned to the proposed reforms;
• Simplifying, standardising and automating procurement activities across all
spheres of government;
• Modernise SCM technology and up-scaling the use thereof;
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Introduction continue…..
AS – IS Assessment:
• Supplier data decentralised
• Supplier data not Standardised
• Supplier verification duplicated and costly
• Publication of national, provincial or local government tenders decentralised
• Procurement planning decentralised and inconsistent
• Information related to the award of tenders are not consistently published.
• Limited transparency to businesses in South Africa related to government
tender opportunities.
• No electronic mechanism to use transversal contracts
• No codification standard
• Inconsistent and or decentralised Spend information – Spend analysis
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Introduction continue…..
Strategy:
• Modernising SCM through the use of technology
Focus Area’s
• Centralise supplier Information and automate verification - CSD
• Digitalise and centralise tender information – eTender Publication Portal
• Build a government online buy-site for transversal items – Amazon.com
• Standardisation
• Codification standard
• Integrations standards
• Data Standards
• Technology Standards
• Application Standards
• Future government ERP (IFMS)
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E-Tender Publication Portal
HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
Presenter: |

Maleke Matolong OCPO SCM ICT | February 2016
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E- Tender Publication Portal - Benefits
• Single point of entry to view, search and identify government tender
opportunities;
• Improve competitiveness in the tender process by making it easier to identify to
access tender information and documents;
• Increase transparency in relation to the tender awards published on the eTender
portal;
• First step to digitalising interaction
between South African business and
government;
• Reduce and hopefully eliminate
duplication of costs and effort
associated with traditional tender
publications;
• Provide a free service to departments,
business and public in accessing
tender information and opportunities.
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E- Tender Publication Portal
• By 1 April 2015, the eTender portal
will on a daily basis display all
public sector tenders for national
and provincial departments in South
Africa.
• The portal is managed by the
OCPO who sets the policy on
content, functionality and
coordinates the administration with
users at national, provincial and
local government level.
• The technical support, maintenance and hosting of the portal is provided by SITA.
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E- Tender Publication Portal - Functionality
• Publication of all tender notices,
accompanied by official tender
documents and relevant Terms of
Reference or other description of
functionality that may be applicable;
• Publication of corrigendum by
procuring entities;
• Publication of Award notices and
minimum information prescribed by
the OCPO;
• Comprehensive information on
procurement rules and guidelines
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E- Tender Publication Portal – Publication Process
• Departments, municipalities and public entities are currently publishing
tenders in at least the government gazette. This practise will continue until
31 March 2016 to ensure a stable and smooth transition from paper based
tender notices and awards to the digitalisation of the tender process.
• A National Treasury Instruction note will be issued in January 2016 to
formalise minimum requirements how procuring entities must approach
the publication of tenders in the government gazette, eTender portal,
electronic media, printed media and other channels to publicise tender
opportunities.
• It is foreseen that the eTender Portal will link with government’s Central
Supplier Databases first steps to establish an eProcurement system as
part of the Integrated Financial Management System of government.
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E- Tender Publication Portal – Future Development
• It is foreseen that the eTender Portal will provide functionality to subscribe
to email alerts, tender apps, and enhanced search capability.
• It is foreseen that the electronic submission and evaluation of tenders will
also be automated in the next three years resulting in digitalisation of
tender process.
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Thank you

Questions??
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CENTRAL SUPPLIER DATABASE
HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
Presenter: Maleke Matolong | CSD | February 2016
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BACKGROUND
•

Currently no single consolidated comprehensive supplier database exists for national-, provincial- and
local government as well as State Owned Entities (SOE’s) causing duplication and fragmentation of
supplier information across spheres of government. Resulting in an inability to obtain management
information across spheres of government (e.g. spend analysis, SMME targeting for empowerment and
growth etc.).

•

Currently there is a significant compliance burden on government departments, municipalities,
public entities, state owned enterprises and constitutional bodies when procuring goods, services
and works to execute government’s mandate.

•

Compliance requirements are equally burdensome for businesses as the same documents and
certificates are submitted (in original form) to all procuring entities at all spheres of government. The cost
of duplication and the administrative burden makes it exceptionally difficult to do business with
government in SA.

•

In addition, information related to the compliance requirements are duplicated during procurement
processes, processing of payments and audit procedures, which are all examples of financial
management activities dependent on supplier information. Examples of manual vetting taking place at
various stages during the Procure-to-Pay process:
–
–
–
–

South African Revenue Services (SARS)
Department of Home Affairs (DHA)
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC)
South African Accreditation System (SANAS)/ Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) - LOGIS records
the institution Code and Commercial Banks and/or Safetyweb.

BACKGROUND

- CONTINUED

•

There is therefore an urgent need to eliminate unnecessary manual paper based processes by
optimizing the technology at our disposal.

•

The modernisation of government systems is based on principles of:
o
o
o

Simplification;
Standardisation and
Automation of as many business processes as possible.

•

The OCPO has the ambition to consolidate the supplier databases of government (estimated at
between 2500 and 3000 different supplier masters with endless number of duplications). The
establishment of a Central Supplier Database (CSD) will result in one single database to serve as the
source of all supplier information for national, provincial and local government as well as State
Owned Entities (SOE’s).

•

It is the intention to collaborate with key institutions to automate verification of information submitted
by suppliers in the course of the procurement process.

•

The purpose of centralising government’s CSD is to reduce duplication of effort and cost for both
business and government while enabling electronic procurement processes.

CSD AS PART OF OVERALL SCM
• The intent is that the CSD will be the
supplier master for the whole of
government, to serve as the single
source of key supplier information.
• The CSD is a precursor (a building
block) to the IFMS and e-Procurement
systems – providing consolidated,
accurate, up-to-date, complete and
vetted supplier information.
• It will enable future BI reporting
(spend analysis, SMME targeting for
empowerment and growth etc.)
across spheres of government through
utilization of single supplier number
and standard commodity codes.
• The current e-Procurement project
focuses on:
–
–
–
–

Leading practice research
Strategic leading practice framework
Business plan
Specifications for an e-Procurement
system

Business Benefits
The following business benefits will be realised:
•
Supplier self-registration – placing the onus back on the supplier to ensure their
data is up-to-date, complete and accurate;
•
Once-off Supplier registration – Suppliers will only be required to register once
when they do business with the state.
•
Standardised and electronic verification of supplier information leading to
reduced fraud with paper copies and manual processes:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Tax clearance status;
Business registration and business ownership;
Bank account and bank account holder;
Citizen identity number;
Government employee verification;
Register for tender defaulters and database of restricted suppliers; and
BBBEE (in future).

Duplicate effort and costs reduction for both business and government;
Significant reduction of the administrative burden for business, especially
small and medium-sized enterprises;
Significant reduction of the administrative burden for SCM practitioners
including compliance audit effort and cost across the state.
Single source of supplier information across all spheres of government;
Allow for supplier structures and cross ownership;
Available to National-, Provincial- and Local government as well as State Owned
Entities (SOE’s) on a subscription basis;
Automated distribution of supplier information to subscribers based on
commodities;
Controlled access to information;
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From the 2015 Budget Speech:

“…..a central supplier database
will be introduced. Suppliers will
only be required to register once
when they do business with the
state. This will significantly
reduce the administrative
burden for business, especially
small and medium-sized
enterprises. The database will
interface with SARS, the
Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission and the
payroll system. It will
electronically verify a supplier’s
tax and BEE status, and enable
public sector officials doing
business with the state to be
identified. This intervention will
also reduce the administrative
burden for SCM practitioners
and address many of the
concerns raised by the AuditorGeneral every year.”

CSD HIGH LEVEL CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION
Subscriptions

3rd Party Interfaces for
Electronic Verification

Supplier Self-Registration
Supplier (User)

Subscriber A

Departments;
Municipalities;
SOEs;

Subscriber x

Assisted Supplier
Self Registration

Business Registration
(CIPC)
Member. Director details
(CIPC)
PC/ Smartphone/Laptop/ Internet Cafe
Bank Account
CDV (BAS)

Subscriber
Users

Internet
Tax Clearance (SARS)
Subscription
Management

User
Security

Request Workflow
Supplier
Request Data

Government
Network

Internet

Subscriber A

In-Process queries from
Subscriber systems via
Standard Web APIs

Subscriber B
File based
Subscriptions
placed for
subscribers

Subscriptions
Fetched

Update Supplier
Master

In-Process
Automated
Verification

Regular
Automated ReVerification

CSD Supplier
Master

Prepared Supplier Data Upload to CSD
Central Supplier
Data from
Subscribers

Subscribers: National-, Provincial- and Local government as well
as State Owned Entities (SOE’s)

B-BBEE (SANAS)
Account Holder
information
(BankServ)/SafetyWeb)
ID Number (Dept of
Home Affairs)

Government Employee
Verification :
- PERSAL
- PERSOL
- eDeclaration
- Municipal Payroll.

Data Preparation

Note: xxxxx will be done in future once an
electronic source is available with consolidated
information to allow for automated vetting.
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Buy-Site Portal
Closed Community Online Purchasing Solution
HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW
Presenter: |

Maleke Matolong | OCPO SCM ICT ecommerce center Directorate | February 2016
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Pertinent Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are we buying?
Why are prices different?
Are we doing enough to empower SMMEs?
Are we doing our business ethically?
Are we doing enough to empower Women, youth and disabled?
If we are buying from overseas markets what do we do to empower local
enterprises?
• Why does it take so long to buy a simple pen?
• How do we track our suppliers efficiency?
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Core SCM Principles [TREASURY REGULATION 16A3.2]

(a) Fairness (ethics and fair dealing)
(b) Equity (Advance SMME’s, women, youth,
disabled, Local enterprise, products)
(c) Transparency (accountability and reporting)
(d) Competiveness (open and effective competition)
(e) Cost effectiveness (value for money)
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BuySite - Overview
•

Web Based Online Shopping capability

•

Desktop, Tablet enabled, browser independent

•

Generate Requisitions / Purchase Order based on baskets created

•

Buy on behalf of representative departments

•

Full audit trails of activities

•

Easy, simple, effective, controlled

•

Track status of purchase orders

•

Spend Analysis

•

Price Amendments instantly available

•

Integration capability
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Transversal Contracts
SOURCE
TRANSVERSAL

• I Need to buy Something
• There is a transversal contract in Place

IN PLACE

LOG INTO
BUYER SITE
CHECK
BALANCE

BUY GOODS /
SERVICES
CHECK
STATUS
REPORT ON
SPEND

• Access The Buyer site
• Check Balance from Cost Center thru integration
• Buy Goods as per agreed price from suppliers

• Check order status as per workflow req
• Draw reports on Spend and analyze Trends
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BuySite Login
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BuySite search and filter
Hovering over

Ticked Supplier

Click on ‘SHOPPING LIST’
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Shopping List

Shopping lists can be shared
among Procurement officers

Buy Site
Hovering over

Click on ‘QUICK VIEW’
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Item page - Details

Description

Picture

Seller Details

Rating of supplier on item

Specs

Scroll down
or ADD
REVIEW
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Item page - Reviews

Rate supplier

Write comments
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Add item to Basket
Ticked

Basket info

Check out
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Basket Summary

Basket Summary
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Basket Summary – No Budget
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Search categories UNSPSC structure

Family (Level 2)

Class (Level 3)
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Filter by Brands / Suppliers / Prices
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Purchase Order Tracking

Status codes
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Reports
TOP 20 SPEND PER HIERARCHICAL CATEGORY: APRIL 2011 TO NOVEMBER 2011
1 Spare Parts
2 Personnel Cost - Training

Top 20 per Category in a
specified period

3 Stationery and Printing - Printing
Costs
4 Maintenance and Repairs Maintenance Buildings
5 Maintenance and Repairs Equipment
6 Cleaning services
7 Marketing - Suites / Hospitality Special Events
8 Personnel Cost - Staff
Refreshments

VFV MSELEKU…

PENDULA…

NEW HORIZONS…

ICASA

ON-SITE…

TELOS

RANK TV PTY LTD

MEDIA…

TSHISEVHE…

GORDON…

EQUITY VALUE…

THE MEDIASHOP…

SPENCER STUART…

EDWARD…

ACADEMY OF…

MICROSOFT…

NASHUA KOPANO

ACCENTURE

NINGIZA HORNER…

14,000,000.00
12,000,000.00
10,000,000.00
8,000,000.00
6,000,000.00
4,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
0.00

CITY OF…

TOP 20 SPEND SUPPLIER: APRIL 2011 TO NOVEMBER 2011
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4

Spend

Top 20 suppliers For a
period

BBBEE
Level

Spend per Province split
into commodities per
province

Page 1 of 1
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Reports cont… spend analysis spread per
Supplier

Spend concentrated
centrally, Urban

What can we do to
empower communities
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Other features - View Contracts before Log In
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Other features - Contract Notification Details
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Thank you

Questions??
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